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Synopsis
The story of a destiny
Suzanne’s and her family’s
The ties that bind them, keep them together, and the love
she pursues... to the point of leaving everything behind.

Interview with
Katell Quillévéré
Suzanne intermingles two different narrative forms: realism and fiction, which
unfold over a 25-year period.
Yes, it walks the line between these two narrative forms. I believe that a film finds
its aesthetic in this antagonism, when different aspirations meet and collide. If
everything goes in the same direction, after a while, it becomes boring.
How did you come up with the character of Suzanne?
When my companion was reading a number of books about French public enemies such as Mesrine, Besse or Vaujour, he gave me their wives’ autobiographies. I was fascinated by these women’s attitudes. They were at once extremely
courageous, but also caught up in a form of almost suicidal submission to their
husbands. In their books, the first chapter is always devoted to their childhood
and their adolescence in order to search for, without really finding, events that
could give sense to the direction their lives have taken, and which would explain
this decisive romantic encounter. Why do they suddenly cross paths and fall in love
with these particular men, tying their fates to theirs to the point of being capable
of sneaking explosives into a prison, or learning to pilot a helicopter to help them
escape? The roads they have traveled raise the question of destiny and chance. At
the same time, I have always liked the American biopic format, like Bird, Bound
for Glory, Coal miner’s daughter… So the idea started to take shape in my mind to
build a biopic around an unknown woman, who becomes a slave to a love that is
so strong she is ready to abandon everything for this man.
The film is built around a number of ellipses that reinforce our implication in the
story, for they push us to imagine what Suzanne has gone through during that
period. This is particularly true when we find Suzanne again with her son, who is
already three years old.
Yes, building a narrative based on ellipses was one of the gambles we took with
this film. Both with my co-screenwriter Mariette Desert, and then Thomas Marchand, my editor, we wanted to create a very powerful off-screen story that would
turn the spectators into active participants, allowing them to fill the gaps in the
story with their own experience. Indeed, we chose to have Charlie, Suzanne’s son,
appear at age three instead of filming his birth. I felt it was more cinematographic
to show this teenager who is suddenly a mother, in an abrupt cut. An ellipse’s
brutality can express, better than anything, the upheaval that can be provoked
by an event. The film also speaks about universal questions, which deeply touch
everyone’s personal experience. Everybody can imagine what it means to have a
child at only seventeen.

Very early on we also decided that we weren’t going to shoot the lovers on the
run. It’s too expected and has already been seen so many times in cinema. At this
point in the story, it is more interesting to follow those who stay behind, to flesh
out Suzanne’s character through her absence.
What constitutes the film’s originality is following the main character while having the film lean towards a choral account.
This structure, walking the line between chronicle and choral film was already
present in Love like poison. But we pushed the idea further, instilling a true romantic flair. Suzanne is the film’s backbone –but we allowed ourselves to let
her disappear from the story in order to learn about the other characters. The
screenplay delved further into the story of each character. But while editing, we
had to balance the story. We streamlined the film, using the following principle:
scenes where Suzanne wasn’t there, but still remained linked to her, indirectly,
for they were filled with her absence...stayed. Whether it is the scene in Nicolas’
trunk with the hitchhiker, or when Charlie comes home from school, everything
refers back to her.
We have a premonition of the fact that her encounter with Julien is going to have
dramatic consequences for her, but she has to see this love through, for there is
true love between them…
Here again we raise the question of destiny. Sometimes, in an irrepressible way,
we have to live something, no matter what it entails, whether it be violent or chaotic…Retrospectively, I believe Suzanne suffers from such a lack of love that she
has to fill it with this particular man. She doesn’t have the choice. She has to walk
down that road, even if it means this extreme and taboo gesture of abandoning
her own child. The challenge was to be above judgment and not to moralize. To
construct an emotional story, and to constantly make the love flow between the
characters, so that the audience can feel this love, and that it provokes enough
empathy in the audience to make the spectator want to accompany Suzanne as
she is, without judgment, in total ambivalence.
One of the reasons we don’t want to judge Suzanne is that we see her more often
face the consequences of her actions than question the choices she makes…
Indeed, we are not approaching this from a psychological point of view. Most of the
time, the most important decisions that Suzanne makes happen off-screen. She
is always one step ahead of us and the other characters. She eludes us like she
eludes her father, her sister, and even Julien in the end. It is this mysterious facet
that makes her a truly fictitious character. But the film always takes responsibility
for the weight of her decisions. She constantly pays the price of her freedom.

When Suzanne is in the bar with her child sleeping on her lap, the close-up on
her face allows us to feel both her distress from having become a mother too
soon, and the strength that she derives from this little sleeping being…
This child ties her down, and at the same time, helps her to live. She will never regret having kept him. Suzanne is a love film from start to finish, with the constant
contradiction of our emotions and life’s endless to and fro. Suzanne loses Charlie
in order to find Julien, then must lose her sister to find herself, and really become
a mother. Some deaths are filled with an enormous sorrow that can at the same
time be liberating. It allows us to pass from one thing to the next; it allows us to
grow. Suzanne is also a film about resiliency, it shows us how the life instinct can
be stronger than anything else. When Suzanne is in the prison visiting room at
the end, contemplating her two children, the idea is that beyond the chaos, something has been constructed and transmitted. Life continues, above and beyond
her. That’s why the last face in the film is Charlie’s.
When Suzanne is at her mother’s grave, it is suddenly obvious that she is subjecting her child exactly to what she was made to endure as a child: a mother’s
absence…
Absolutely. This mother’s death contains the film’s central meaning, and her tomb
a place of ritual where everything that is truly important is said, happens, or is
learned. But this death is only one clue in finding meaning. I don’t treat the subject as if it were a childhood trauma. There is dramatic tension in the classical
sense of the term, as often is the case in biopics. In contrast, I wanted to develop
the notion of mystery and happenstance. There is an original “cause,” that didn’t
wait for us so that the story could be told. There are even times when we don’t
know the cause and it eludes us, yet it is our driving force, like a source that
comes to nourish us.
After Love Like Poison, what strategy did you use for directing your second
feature film?
For Suzanne I tried to “let go,” to make room for chance, reality, and the actors, in
order to make a film that was freer and less even. In particular, I was looking as
soon as it was feasible to introduce documentary material in order to plunge the
fictive story into a realistic environment. At the same time, with Tom Harari, my
cinematographer, we gave ourselves more formal challenges, in order to bring a
lyrical feeling to the film.
The difference with our preceding film, was principally that we were inspired by
American photography in the sixties, William Eggleston and Stephen Shore; other
references were Tom Wood and Lorca di Corcia, who Virginie Montel, our artistic
advisor had us discover. These influences lead us to capture spaces in almost the
manner of a documentary and yet at the same time in the manner of a composi-

tion. Many of the shots were nourished by this approach such as the parking lot
with the trucks, the gas stations, the harbor, Suzanne’s family in the living room,
framed by a static shot...I sought to introduce the social aspect in the film uniquely
this way, showing it through their living space, their environment…because social
determinism also factors into this story. If the father hadn’t been a truck driver,
and thus hadn’t been so absent, maybe things would have happened differently.
In particular, he could have kept Charlie. If Maria hadn’t had to start working at
such a young age…
Maria is Suzanne’s little sister but she takes a great deal of responsibility for her
sister.
It‘s common in families: when one child causes problems, the other child feels
the necessity to be well-behaved. It’s all interrelated, people fill the space that
remains. There is a type of fusion between the two sisters, it’s as if they can’t exist
at the same time. That is why I allowed Maria to brutally disappear. Suzanne was
in a place in her life where she needed this electroshock in order to react.
The shot of the ferry headed for Morocco, growing distant in the night, has a
lyrical intensity. It evokes both an ending and a new beginning, the threat of a
shipwreck and the promise of elsewhere…
The beginning of the film, which is rather raw and choppy, is a reflection of its characters. As the story progresses, the influence of the direction grows and unfurls,
allowing for a certain lyricism. I wanted the direction to evolve with the story, for
it to become increasingly mature and confident, grow in scope and extent, like
Suzanne’s character.
You also allowed a few forays into fantasy, when Suzanne appears to Maria in the
night club, and when she finds Julien again on the bus...
I simply wanted to inscribe the power of fantasy in real life. What does it feel like to
be haunted by someone? How can cinema transcribe this phenomenon? This very
strange feeling is at the same time very natural. When we miss someone terribly,
we have the impression that we see them everywhere: we pass them in the street,
see them in stranger’s faces. In my mind, that is what happens in the nightclub.
On the contrary, on the bus, it’s an emotional shock for Suzanne. This apparition
is practically nightmarish. She has barely just started to rebuild her life. Julien is
everything she wants to escape and at the same time, everything she has been
waiting for. Such a moment can only be addressed in imaginary ways.

We are accustomed to seeing Sara Forestier in a more expansive register. Here,
she is almost being cast against type...
Suzanne’s character demanded a modest interpretation, Sara was immediately
convinced of this along with the rest of us. From that point on, our collaboration
was both obvious and fascinating. She’s an unbelievably good actress, with a rare
intensity, capable of taking on very violent acting situations. And at the same time
she is radiant, which was an enormous advantage for the character, because I
knew that the film was potentially very dark. I knew that her inner light and her
energy, once channeled, could bring the breath of fresh air that the film would
need. I was fascinated by the emotional maturity of this young 25-year-old woman
during the shoot. She could express everything, from violence to amorous passion, the sorrow of mourning someone, maternal joy, as if she had already lived
a hundred lives…

And Adèle Haenel?
I had seen her in The Devils by Christophe Ruggia, then in Water Lilies by Céline
Sciama and House of Tolerance by Bertrand Bonello. I had wanted to work with
her for a very long time. She is an uncommon person and actress. She has so
much depth, it was fascinating to lead her to lighter areas. I knew that the frivolousness that I was looking for in Maria would never be hollow, that she would
know how to bring to the surface the melancholy and the drama that are hidden
behind her laughter. I also wanted to bring out her whimsy and imagination, for
she is a very funny person. Above all, I invited her to let go. I kept a lot of the suggestions she made during the shoot.

The scene where Maria and Suzanne, teenagers, are behind the railing, heckling
boys, is in fact very funny…
Exactly – in this part about adolescence, many things come from the actresses.
I gave them the basic framework of the scenes, but then I left them a lot of freedom. Sara, Adèle, and François Damiens are very strong in improvisation. It was a
true delight. In the barbeque scene, for example, I put the set in place, the mood,
the extras, but then afterwards I let them improvise so that something rich could
happen, something closer to reality.
And the choice of François Damiens?
I had very much liked his work in Axelle Ropert’s very beautiful film, The Wolberg
family, and then I discovered his comic abilities, the candid camera that made
him famous in Belgium. He made me laugh so, he is a genius, an incredibly good
actor. I feel he has the scope and breadth of actors like Jean Yanne in We won’t
grow old Together, Guy Marchand, or even Pialat himself. He renews something
in his physical aspect, his relationship to the role, in his emotional expression, it
is very sincere, raw. He touches me deeply, I didn’t see any other person playing
the role of Nicolas.
And Paul Hamy ?
He wasn’t an actor to begin with. I wanted Julien to be someone unknown, that
this person be the aesthetic link between the documentary side of the film and the
narrative fiction. So I discovered him through an open call. Taking a non professional for such an important role was a dangerous gamble. If the love story between
Suzanne and he didn’t work, if you wonder what she is doing with him, the film
falls apart at the seams. It was a long road to find him, and for me to be sure that
it was him. We worked a great deal, preparing… Paul has a magnetic presence on
the screen, and an extraordinary intuition for acting. He has all the right ingredients to become a great actor.
Portraying the passage of time over twenty-five years on the actor’s faces is a
real challenge…
Yes, one of the challenges of the film was the artistic direction involved with aging
the characters. A mistake in the choice of a wig, a detail in the makeup that is
noticed and the spectator is distracted from the story. Luckily, I was surrounded
by an extraordinary hair and makeup team. We very quickly decided that François
would be the linchpin of time, for his physical appearance is very malleable. He
can easily be thirty-eight at the beginning of the film and sixty at the end. We
enormously modified his face, his body; he worked on how his walk would evolve.
All of this preparation weighed heavily on him. More than 2 and 1/2 hours were
needed just for his face. For Sara, as for Adèle, we decided to let the essential be
expressed through their acting, with precise and sober elements that reinforce
the passage of time and maturity: bangs, shorter hair… how the way they dress
evolves.

In this same spirit, time subtly passes in the scenery…
With our production designer, Anna Falguères, we decided not to try and recreate
a time period, but instead try and evoke it, make things feel like they come from
the time period. An object, a material, a certain wallpaper were enough to suggest
a particular era. We felt that it would work if we didn’t question it. I wanted the
time to flow, the changes we notice should occur almost unconsciously, as small
indicators of the time that passes.
And the music…
It was important for me that the film have a rock and roll sound from the 1990s
and 2000s. This would say something about Suzanne’s teenage years and my generation. I used songs that Electrelane, an all girl English rock band, had already
written and that I love , and I also asked Verity Susman, who was the lead singer
in the group, to compose a few new songs. She is the one who found the main
theme that opens the film, and which returns several times during key moments,
bringing an emotional and temporal continuity. There are also a few songs from
the time period that are federating: Noir Désir, Courtney Love, and finally Nina
Simone’s gospel version of Suzanne.. with her voice that seems to have experienced everything, all of life’s ups and downs.
…which is the main theme of Leonard Cohen’s song.
Yes, and to whom I pay homage, even if it is just for anecdotal reasons. When I
was getting ready to make Love Like Poison, the shoot was cancelled because we
didn’t have the financing. I was depressed, I wasn’t sure if this film would ever be
made...I was toying with the notion of writing another project when I went to see
Leonard Cohen in concert. It was so beautiful to see him back on stage – it filled
me with such a life force that I started writing again. And Suzanne was born.
One of the pleasures when watching this film is letting the story take us away,
following it without any indication of what direction it is taking…apart from the
name of the film, which is a stumbling block…
Yes, the title imposed itself from the start. It helped us to accept the fact that at
the beginning of the film, there is not a main character. Suzanne is our guide,
everything happens in connection to her, the way life circulates and the love flows
around her.
Suzanne is also the heroine of Pialat’s A nos amours (English title: Suzanne)…
…which is a cult film for me and my producer, Bruno Levy. Before every film shoot
I (re)watch several films by Pialat - he is a touchstone for me. Something very
deep inside links me to his cinema. With hindsight, in A nos amours, it’s the almost incestuous love between Suzanne and her father that left an impression on
me. In a very discreet way, my film is also the story of a young girl who tries to
escape her father’s suffocating love.

The opening scene refers to this strong link, with the little girl dancing while her
father watches her admiringly...
Yes, it’s really a father looking at his daughter. That is why I decided to isolate him
in the frame. At the beginning of the film, I was just trying to put the spectator in
a place of childhood reminiscence, to create emotional links with the characters,
creating a sort of underlying matrix: in the beginning, there was this intensely
close trio, that doesn’t make sense right away, but will later be recalled. At the
end of the film, in the visiting room, a strange family is recreated; the father has
returned in Suzanne’s life.
Yes, but we tell ourselves that Julien will come back too, after the other ellipses!
Possibly… in any case, the end of the film does not mark the end of her love life!
Interview by Claire Vassé.
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